Introduction
A generalization of the Caputo fractional derivative is introduced in [11] in the form
where k ∈ L 1 loc (R+) is a nonnegative function. The Caputo fractional derivative of order α ∈ (0, 1) is recovered for k(t) = The general D (k) -relaxation equation provides relaxation patterns different from the exponential relaxation to equilibrium. Such patterns can be caused by inhomogeneities, which distort the exponential relaxation curve. In particular, power-law relaxation is governed by single and multi-term fractional relaxation equations, while logarithmic relaxation patterns are related to time-derivatives continuously distributed over the interval [0, 1] . In the context of stochastic processes, general relaxation patterns are studied in [16, 17, 18] .
In [25] the general time-fractional diffusion equation with the integro-differential operator D (k) acting in time is discussed and its relevance for describing a broad class of anomalous nonscalling patterns is pointed out. The Cauchy problem on unbounded space domain for this generalized diffusion equation is studied in [11] . In [15] some uniqueness and existence results, as well as a maximum principle, are established for the initial-boundaryvalue problem. The particular cases of multi-term and distributed-order fractional diffusion equations are studied extensively in the last years in e.g. [1, 7, 14, 12, 10, 8, 13, 19, 3] to mention only few of many recent publications.
Consider the
where λ ∈ R+, a ∈ R. The solution of eq. (1.2) is represented in the form
where u(t; λ) is the fundamental solution and v(t; λ) is the impulse-response solution.
In the particular case of single-term Caputo fractional relaxation equation it is known that the solutions are expressed in terms of Mittag-Leffler functions as follows: u(t; λ) = Eα(−λt α ) and v(t; λ) = t α−1 Eα,α(−λt α ). Essential feature of these functions is that they are infinitely differentiable on (0, ∞) and completely monotone, i.e.
For the theory of functions of Mittag-Leffler type see e.g. [6, 9, 21] . For definitions and properties of completely monotone functions and related classes of functions we refer to [26] .
The following property of Mittag-Leffler functions turns out to be useful in the study of single-term time-fractional diffusion equations, based on eigenfunction expansion: for any λ satisfying λ ≥ λ1 > 0 and any T > 0 there exists a constant C > 0, which does not depend on λ (but may depend on α, T, λ1), such that
The bound from above is useful in the study of regularity of inhomogeneous equations, see [23] , and the estimate from below in the study of inverse source problems with final overdetermination. It is used e.g. in [24, 27, 28, 29] for the proof of uniqueness and conditional stability of such inverse problems. Concerning the general relaxation equation (1.2), it is established in [11] that under some additional conditions on the kernel k(t) the fundamental solution is continuous on [0, ∞), infinitely differentiable and completely monotone on (0, ∞).
The main aim of this work is to generalize estimates (1.5) to the case of the D (k) -relaxation equation (1.2) . The proof consists of two main steps: establishing a subordination identity of the form
where φ(t, τ ) is a probability density function, and the proof of analyticity of u(t; λ) in t > 0. As usual, the proofs are based on the Laplace transform technique. As an application of the obtained estimates, uniqueness and a conditional stability result are established for an inverse source problem for the general time-fractional diffusion equation on a bounded domain. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2. the fundamental and the impulseresponse solutions of the D (k) -relaxation equation are studied in detail. The results are applied in Section 3. to study a direct and an inverse source problem for the D (k) -diffusion equation on a bounded space domain. Definitions and some useful properties of special classes of functions related to complete monotonicity are given in an Appendix.
D (k) -relaxation equation
Following [11] , in this work we assume that the Laplace transform k(s) of the kernel k(t) exists for all s > 0, k(s) ∈ SF -the class of Stieltjes functions (for the definition see Appendix) and
The above assumptions on k(s) imply k(t) ∈ CMF, see [11] . The unique solvability of the D (k) -relaxation equation is proved in [11] . Here we establish some additional representations and properties of the fundamental and impulseresponse solutions.
By applying Laplace transform to equation (1.2), we obtain the following representations in Laplace domain
The assumptions on the kernel k(t) are equivalent to the following assumptions on the function g(s)
where CBF denotes the class of complete Bernstein functions, see Appendix.
First we prove subordination relations of the form (1.6) for u(t; λ) and v(t; λ).
Theorem 2.1. The fundamental solution u(t; λ) and the impulse-response solution v(t; λ) of problem (1.2) satisfy the subordination identities
where the functions φ(t, τ ) and ψ(t, τ ) obey the properties
Proof. Let us define a function φ(t, τ ) by the identity
Then the Laplace transform of φ(t, τ ) with respect to t is given by
If we define a function u(t; λ) by (2.4), then for its Laplace transform we obtain
Comparing this result to (2.2), it follows by the uniqueness of the Laplace transform that u(t; λ) defined by (2.4) and the fundamental solution of (1.2) coincide. In this way (2.4) is established. For (2.5) we define ψ(t, τ ) by the identity
and use an analogous argument. To prove that φ(t, τ ) and ψ(t, τ ) are nonnegative, we use a standard argument based on properties (A)-(C) of Proposition 4.1 in the Appendix. Since g(s) ∈ CBF then g(s)/s ∈ CMF and e −τ g(s) ∈ CMF. Therefore, (2.8) and (2.9) imply that ψ(s, τ ) ∈ CMF and φ(s, τ ) ∈ CMF as a product of two completely monotone functions and, hence, φ(t, τ ) ≥ 0 and ψ(t, τ ) ≥ 0 by the Bernstein's theorem.
The integral identity in (2.6) for φ(t, τ ) can be obtained as a particular case of (2.4) taking λ = 0 and noticing that the unique solution in this case is u(t; 0) ≡ 1. An alternative proof follows from the definition (2.7) of φ(t, τ ):
The integral identity in (2.6) for ψ(t, τ ) follows taking s → 0 in (2.9).
Subordination identities (2.4) and (2.5) can be also deduced as particular cases of the generalized multiplication theorem of Efros [5] . This theorem is used e.g. in [20] to obtain integral representation of multivariate Mittag-Leffler functions.
Let us note that more general subordination results for the case of D (k) -heat equation are given in [11] . Stochastic interpretation is discussed in [17, 18] in the context of stable subordinators. In this work we restrict ourselves to the scalar case (λ=constant) and consider the subordination identities (2.4) and (2.5) purely as useful representations of the solutions of the
Further, we use the following characterization of functions which are holomorphic in a sector, see [22] , Theorem 0.1. In the next theorem, further useful properties of the functions u(t; λ), v(t; λ) are summarized, leading to the central result of this work, estimates (2.14).
Theorem 2.2. For any λ > 0 the functions u(t; λ) and v(t; λ) admit holomorphic extensions to the half-plane ℜ t > 0 and u(t; λ), v(t; λ) ∈ CMF in t > 0; (2.10) u(0; λ) = 1; 0 < u(t; λ) < 1, v(t; λ) > 0, t > 0; (2.11) ∂ ∂t u(t; λ) = −λv(t; λ).
(2.12)
For any λ ≥ λ1 > 0 and t > 0 (2.13) u(t; λ) ≤ u(t; λ1), v(t; λ) ≤ v(t; λ1), and (2.14)
where the constant C = 1 − u(T ; λ1) > 0 is independent of λ.
Proof. First, applying Proposition 2.1, we prove that functions u(t; λ) admits holomorphic extensions to the half-plane ℜt > 0. Since the function v(t) = e −λt is holomorphic for all t ∈ C\[0, ∞) and bounded for ℜt > 0, then, using that (ii) implies (i), it follows that the Laplace transform v(s) = 1 s+λ admits holomorphic extension to the sector | arg s| < π and
Since g(s) ∈ CBF this function admits holomorphic extension to the sector | arg s| < π and therefore, in view of (2.2), this will hold also for u(s; λ). Consider the kernel κ(t) defined by the identity κ(s) k(s) = 1/s. It is proven in [11] that κ(t) ∈ CMF. Since g(s) = 1/ κ(s), property (D) of Proposition 4.1 implies
which together with (2.15) gives
From implication (i)⇒ (ii) in Proposition 2.1, it follows that function u(t; λ) admits holomorphic extensions for ℜt > 0. The analyticity of v(t; λ) is then inferred taking into account relation (2.12).
Complete monotonicity of u(t; λ) is proven in [11] , Theorem 2. Then, relation (2.12) imply also v(t; λ) ∈ CMF.
Applying the property of Laplace transform f (0) = lims→∞ s f (s) and (2.2) it follows that u(0; λ) = 1. Since u(t; λ), v(t; λ) ∈ CMF, they are nonnegative and nonincreasing functions for t > 0. In fact, these functions are positive and strictly decreasing. This follows from their analyticity. Indeed, if u(τ ; λ) = 1 for some τ > 0 then u(t; λ) = 1 for all t ∈ [0, τ ] and therefore, from the analyticity of u(t; λ) it should be equal to 1 for all t ≥ 0, which is a contradiction. Analogous argument shows that u(t; λ), v(t; λ) = 0 for all t ≥ 0.
From (2.2) and u(0; λ) = 1 we deduce
Identity (2.12) then follows from the uniqueness property of the Laplace transform. The inequalities (2.13) follow directly from the subordination identities (2.4) and (2.5). Indeed, for λ ≥ λ1
and analogously for v(t; λ). Here the nonnegativity property of the function φ(t, τ ) (resp. ψ(t, τ )) is essential. Applying (2.12) we deduce
This together with the first inequality in (2.13) and 0 < u(T ; λ) < 1 implies (2.14).
Let us note that all statements in Theorem 2.2 extend known properties of MittagLeffler functions. Some of them are also reported for fractional multi-term and distributedorder equations [10, 12] . Analyticity of u(t; λ) is established for distributed-order equations with continuous weight function in [13] . The upper bound in (2.14) is given in the multiterm case in [2] .
D (k) -diffusion equation
In this section we use the estimates (2.14) to study the general D (k) -diffusion equation on a bounded domain. It is obtained from the classical diffusion equation replacing the first order time-derivative by the integro-differential operator D (k) defined in (1.1).
Let Ω ⊂ R d be a bounded domain with sufficiently smooth boundary ∂Ω, and T > 0. Consider the initial-boundary-value problem (3.1)
where the operator D (k) acts with respect to time variable and ∆ is the Laplace operator acting on space variables.
Next we give an application of the estimates (2.14) for obtaining a regularity estimate for the inhomogeneous direct problem (3.1) and for the study of uniqueness and conditional stability of a simple inverse source problem with final overdetermination. form an orthonormal basis of L 2 (Ω). Applying eigenfunction decomposition, we obtain from (1.3) the following formal representation of the solution of problem (3.1)
where un(t) = u(t; λn), vn(t) = v(t; λn) are the fundamental and impulse-response solution of the relaxation equation (1.2) with λ = λn, n ∈ N, and an = (a, ϕn), Fn(t) = (F (., t), ϕn), n ∈ N, with (., .) denoting the inner product in L 2 (Ω). Let us consider the case a = 0 and
We use the upper bound in (2.14) to prove that the solution u(x, t) satisfies the estimate:
The norm in the space
Applying the Young inequality for the convolution and the upper bound in (2.14) it follows:
Inserting this estimate in the spectral decomposition (3.2) we get (3.3):
3.2.
Inverse problem: uniqueness and a conditional stability estimate. For the inverse source problem for the D (k) -diffusion equation we take a = 0 and F (x, t) = f (x)q(t) in (3.1), where the function q ∈ C[0, T ] is known and satisfies q(t)
The problem is to determine f (x) and u(x, t), satisfying (3.1) and the additional condition
Taking t = T in the formal expansion (3.2) of the solution of (3.1) we obtain
where fn = (f, ϕn). Introducing the notations hn = (h, ϕn) and Qn(t) = t 0
vn(τ ) dτ , the bounds in (2.14) imply
where the constants C and C do not depend on n.
In particular, Qn(T ) > 0. This implies that the solution {f (x), u(x, t)} of problem (3.1), (3.4) is unique. Indeed, if h(x) = 0 then f (x) = 0 by (3.6) and from the uniqueness of the direct problem, also u(x, t) = 0.
Estimates (3.7) for Qn(T ) and (3.6) show that h(x) has a better regularity than f (x). More precisely,
Therefore, the inverse problem is moderately ill posed. The lower bound in (3.7) can be used to prove the following conditional stability result:
.
Indeed, (3.6) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality yield
Applying (3.7), the obtained sum is bounded as follows
Plugging this estimate in (3.10) completes the proof of (3.9).
Concluding remarks
Relaxation and diffusion equations associated with a general convolutional derivative in time are studied. Estimates for the solution of the relaxation equation are established and applied to study the diffusion equation on a bounded space domain via eigenfunction expansion. A regularity estimate for an inhomogeneous direct problem is proven, as well as uniqueness and a conditional stability for an inverse source problem with final overdetermination.
The established estimates can serve as a basis for establishing more elaborate regularity results, which extend the results in [23] for the single-term fractional diffusion equation. Another feasible generalization is to apply the developed method to a diffusion equation with nonlocal boundary conditions, as the one studied in [4] . For more details on these special classes of functions and proofs of the properties we refer to [26] and [22] . For the proof of (D) see [22] , Example 2.1.
